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1Clean Up Gambling
Northern Ireland survey
August 2020
2Methodology
• Survation polled 1011 people aged 18+ living in Northern Ireland.
• Fieldwork was conducted via online panel on 20th July-5th August 2020.
• Data were weighted to the profile of all adults in Northern Ireland aged 18+, according to Office for National 
Statistics data.
• Data were weighted by age, sex, council area, 2019 general election vote and 2016 EU referendum vote.
• Data tables can be found here: https://cdn.survation.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/17110831/Clean-
Up-Gambling-Northern-Ireland-August-2020-tables.xlsx
3To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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There should be limits on how much money consumers can deposit into online
gambling accounts
Online gambling should be subject to the same rules and regulations as gambling
in land-based premises
There should be limits on how quickly consumers can cycle through games when
gambling online
Gambling advertising should be banned entirely
Online gambling in Northern Ireland should be banned entirely
Current gambling regulations do a good job of protecting consumers
Agree (Net) Neither Agree Nor Disagree Disagree (Net) Don't know
Base: All Respondents Unweighted Total: Agree (Net)=1011, Neither Agree Nor Disagree=1011, Disagree (Net)=1011, Don't know=1011
4In April 2019, the maximum stake consumers are able to place on Fixed Odds Betting Terminals in betting 
shops was reduced from £100 a spin to £2 a spin. You said there should be limits on how much money 
consumers can deposit into online gambling accounts. In your opinion, what should be the maximum amount 
of money per week consumers should be able to deposit in an online gambling account?
13% 31% 19% 20% 8% 9%Total
Less than £10 £10.00-£24.99 £25.00-£49.99 £50.00-£99.99 £100.00 or more Don't know
Base: Respondents agree on limitation of deposit into online gambling accounts and Gambling advertising not banned entirely Unweighted Total: Total=251
5To what extent would you support or oppose the following?
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Enforcement of gambling affordability standards, so no one gambles beyond their
means
The creation of an independent gambling regulator to oversee the industry
A legal requirement for gambling companies to spend a certain percentage of
their profits on independent research, education, prevention and treatment for
problem gambling
The creation of a gambling ombudsman to oversee consumer protection
A ban on gambling advertising during televised sporting events
A ban on incentives that encourage people to gamble, such as free bets, cashback
and VIP schemes
A ban on Fixed Odds Betting Terminals in betting shops
Support (Net) Neither Support Nor Oppose Oppose (Net) Don't know
Base: All Respondents Unweighted Total: Support (Net)=1011, Neither Support Nor Oppose=1011, Oppose (Net)=1011, Don't know=1011
